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About the Book The King and Other Poetic Thoughts is an
inspiring work of poetry that is written with you in mind.
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crystalline, from which all the inhabitants drank, even the
king / and his courtiers; for there was no other well. / One
night when all were asleep, a witch entered.

Ulysses (poem) - Wikipedia
A collection of 'folk poems' said to have been picked up from
alleys and wife; yet another takes it as criticism of King
Kang ( BCE).
BBC - Culture - The Book of Songs: Poems that helped shape
Chinese thought
The poetry of Donne (to whom Marvell and Bishop King are
sometimes nearer where the effect is due to a contrast of
ideas, different in degree but the same in.
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A blue plaque marks the property today. That this judgment was
widely shared is indicated by the admitted influence he had on
younger poets. Retrieved 15 April
Itspringsoutofthemostretiredandinmostpartsofus,andistheimageofthe
With the parliamentary victory in the Civil War, Milton used
his pen in defence of the republican principles represented by
the Commonwealth. But while the language became more refined,
the feeling became more crude. The difference is not a simple
difference of degree between poets.
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